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RETURNINGCOMMONSENSETO REGULATIONS

M. R. FOX, Ph.D.
Westinghouse Hanford Company
Richland, Washington 99352

INTRODUCTION o

While these sessions of the November 1995 meeting of the American Nuclear
Society are being devoted to the Linear Theory of harm from radiation, it must
be realized that the low-level radiation issue, as important as it may be, is
but a subset of an entire body of environmental issues running afoul of common
sense. Cellular phones, electromagnetic fields, asbestos, dioxin, acid rain,
and others especially in their public portrayals, some in their regulatory
treatment, are based upon exaggerated or misunderstood risks. One must
recognize that what lies ahead is an immense effort to revisit the underlying
science of the existing regulations of radiation exposures. New evidence has
been published, and most importantly, it is now recognized that many of these
regulations--promulgatedwith the best of intentions--have been extraordi-
narily harmful to the public. In many cases, the harm has been exaggerated,
and has created in the public policy arena the notion that the public is at
great risk from the smallest sources of radiation. The national cost of
compliance with these regulations has been enormous.

To the extent that existing environmental regulations are not being moderated,
they pose major economic threats to present and future industries involving
nuclear materials and technology. These would include the pharmaceutical
industries as wellas those seeking U.S. isotope markets in separations,
purification, labeling, and manufacturing of new radiopharmaceuticals for
cancer therapy, diagnosis, pain mitigation, treatment of arthritis, and other
new applications. For those who are not aware of the results of recent
advances in radiopharmaceuticals, clinical trials have demonstrated an 80%
remission rate in the treatment of b-cell .lymphomaand leukemia. New isotopes
and new isotope technology promise greater effectiveness in the treatment of
cancer and other diseases. The regulatory problems and their enormous costs
exist at all stages in nuclear medicine, from the manufacture of the
radiopharmaceuticals to the disposal of low-level wastes in Ward Valley,
California, for example. Access to these promising new technologies will be
severely limited under the existing regulatory environment.

A Brief History of Environmental Regulatory Problems

To begin at a point of common understanding of costly and wasteful
regulations, the 1964 book, Two Cu7tures, by British philosopher C. P. Snow2
is recommended reading. Snow described the existence of the division within
society between the scientific, numerate, and quantitative on one side, and
the non-scientific, non-numerate, and non-quantitative on the other. Since
the 1960’s, this division of society has flourished, deepening and expanding
as technologies have advanced. The public becomes frightened; the state and
federal legislators demand rescue from alleged harm to their constituents; the
regulators promulgate costly, inconsistent, and needless regulations. The
deed is done. Fear has been a major driver of the process.
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The impacts of public fear among the non-scientific segment of society have
been immense because this segment represents a huge voting majority of the
American public. Dr. P. M. Sandman has found that what the public
perceives as harmful is almost inversely related to what is actually harmful,3
according to traditional risk data (e.g:, mortality and morbidity tables).
Sandman also states that the correlation coefficient between the actual r-
to the public and publicly perceived risks is 0.2. A list of publicly
perceived risks has little relationship to actual risks.

It must not be forgotten that the exorbitant costs of compliance with nuc-
regulations are almost unique to the American experience with nuclear
technology.

A variety of
discussed in
inconsistence<
risks at the

Sks

ear

federal regulatory treatments of radiation~exposure limits are
a report by the General Accounting Office. The federal
es in establishing radiation exposure limits contain presumptive
recommended ex~osure limits that rancteover a factor of 37,000.

Because we are dealing with’one risk, radiation, ~nd one group at risk,-human
beings, in a better world these radiation regulations would establish limits
at a consistent level of risk to health. A range of 10 would be a major step
in the right direction given the imperfections of current regulatory limits.
A risk range of 37,000 is unacceptable. Furthermore, the growing history of
U.S. regulatory compliance with inconsistent regulations shows that these are
supremely costly and wasteful and without measurable benefit to public health.
In fact, because of the enormous costs of compliance and the regulatory
inaccessibility to new treatments of cancer and other diseases, the current
regulations are very harmful. This does not include the undefined costs of a
frightened and misled public.

As unacceptable as a risk range of 37,000 may be, there are other serious
problems with the current body of radiation regulations. These problems are
the result of recent major advances in the understanding of radiation upon
human health, some of which have been published throughout the scientific
literature and others summarized recently in Nuclear News.5 For reasons to be
discussed, not only are there tremendous inconsistencies in the current body
of radiation regulations but it is likely that most are simply wrongs
substantially overstating the actual risks.

A major contributing factor to the current problems with radiation regulations
has been the Linear Theory (often called the Linear No-Threshold [LNT]
Theory). What once had been simply a conservative administrative guideline in
limiting radiation exposures has been transformed, throughout the years, into
a scientific fact that radiation is harmful at all doses above zero.
By analogy, it is certainly prudent not to touch a hot stove. It is quite
another to administratively assume that the stove is harmful at all
temperatures above absolute zero, and forego, in the name of “heat” safety,
all benefits of heat and energy.

For the past 50 years the nation has been struggling with understanding
nuclear technology. Even though natural radioactivity was discovered
100 years ago, it remains substantially unknown to the American public today.
Those opposed to nuclear technology have exploited this magnificently.
Regrettably, in some cases individuals with scientific credentials have aided
and abetted the critics of nuclear technology. For the most part, the
scientific societies remained on the sidelines during decades of public
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debate. Scientific societies have few constituencies and no political clout.
A price has been paid by the nation.

The United States has spent hundreds of billions of dollars complying with the
various regulations imposed by federal and state regulators (the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] estimates $115 billion per year for
compliance costs).b It is becoming clear that such an investment has not
produced measurable reductions in hea’lthrisks. The simple reason is that the
risks targeted for reduction are small, even immeasurable. In the case of
radiation regulations, the reasons are that at low doses of radiation exposure
there are no significant levels of observable harm. One should not expect
large and observable benefits by regulating agents at doses not observably
harmful.

It is well known in toxicology that “It is the dose which makes the poison.”7
The actual data from studies of the health effects of low levels of radiation
are showing the same results. At human whole-body exposures to radiation
below about 20 rem there are few if any observable adverse effects to
radiation. The LNT Theory must be abandoned as a basis for radiation
regulation for the simple reason that it predicts harm in regions where no
harm is being observed in the exposure data.

The recent works by B. L. Cohen (1995),8S. Kondo (1993),9the June 1995 issue
10 the studies summarized byof The Hea7th Physics Society’s Newsletter,

J. Muckerheide in fWc7ear News,5 and the efforts of the Biology and Medicine
Division of the American Nuclear Society collectively challenge the dubious
LNT Theory.

To provide a specific example, the average resident of Spokane County in
Washington State receives more f~an 1,600 mrem/yr of radiation from natural
sources (largely indoor radon). Higher individual exposures are common.
However there are no notable excesses of cancer mortality in Spokane
County.{2 There are many other instances of elevated exposures to natural
radiation without observable levels of harm.

Does it make sense to set radiation exposure limits on nuclear technologies
and activities at levels as low as 1% of these natural levels (Washington
State is currently considering exposure limits of 15 mrem/yr above natural
levels for cleanup of the Hanford Site). The answer is, “No, it does not if
improved public safety is the issue.” The scientific societies such as the
American Nuclear Society must become active participants in these scientific
debates to ensure that this nation ceases squandering its financial and
intellectual resources pursuing small, often immeasurable, risks.

Some

1.

2.

Recommendations.

Address the large and unjustified range of risk imbedded in radiation
regulations. We are dealing with one potential source of harm,
radiation, and with one species being harmed, humans. Those who write
radiation policy and those who advise the policymakers, such as the
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP), must
take much more active roles in reducing these inconsistencies.

The radiation regulations and proposed limits must be subjected to
scientific scrutiny, and modified as new data become available.
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3.

4.

5.

The policy-making process itself needs to be modernized so that negative
findings have as much weight as positive findings at the same doses.

There must be serious cost/benefit considerations developed in the
policy-making processes to help determine the projected costs of
implementation of radiation regulations; the estimated benefits from the
invested costs (reduced mortality, reduced morbidity, improved
environments, etc.); and a determination of when to expect the benefits
(now or 10,000 years from now). The risk analyses should be simple and
understandable, emphasizing relative risks of other, more familiar,
everyday risks.

Involve the real public, not self-appointed surrogates who have
questionable agendas, in setting policy.

It would be very helpful to perform a national study to estimate the
costs of the exjsting radiation regulations imposed-upon the nuclear
technology industries. This would include nuclear energy, nuclear
medicine, agricultural, and industrial costs, as well. A simple study of
cost comparisons with those in other advanced nations would be
beneficial.

As shown in the following table, a recent comparison of U.S. labor
requirements for nuclear power plants with those in France revealed some
surprising results.

Labor type French Us. Average
(people) 900 MW I 1,300”MW 900 MW I 1,300 MW ratio

, , , n

Operations I 140 I 175 I 205 I 285 I 1.4 I
Maintenance 615 445 485 635 1.1

Engineering 40 45 300 350 7.6

Training 45 50 95 85 1.9

Security 30 40 150 195 4.9

HP/Chemist I 45 65 I 205 260 4.2
I

QA/QC 15 20 80 110 5.4

P1ant 240 260 385 525 1.8
Administration

Total 1,170 1,100 1,905 2,445 1.9

HP = Health physicist
QA = Quality assurance
QC = Quality control

.

What are the reasons behind these large differences in labor
requirements? The reasons for these differences need to be explored and
understood. While the numbers do not constitute a proof of
overregulation or regulatory instability, overregulation is implicated.
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6. There must be a stronger feedback link between those who promulgate
radiation regulations and those in the field who are left to.interpret
and comply with them. Scientific reasonableness, regulatory consistency
of estimated risks, estimates of compliance costs, expected health and
environmental benefits, and expected elapsed time for reaping the
benefits, now or 10,000 years from now, all must be considered.

Given the amount of the nation’s resources wasted by the current
regulatory system, this proposal is eminently affordable.
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